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ABSTRACT
We present performance analysis on OpenPOWER archi-
tecture of an algorithm to generate transversal views of
atomistic models. The algorithm was implemented with data
parallel primitives in NVIDIA Thrust for architecture porta-
bility. We report performance results on IBM Power9 CPUs
(OpenMP, Intel Threading Blocks) and NVIDIA Volta GPUs
(single andmulti GPU). We also evaluate CUDA unified mem-
ory performance, exposed by NVIDIA RAPIDSMemoryMan-
ager library (RMM).

1 INTRODUCTION
Atomistic simulations have a wide range of applications in
material science, biochemistry, mechanical engineering and
physics. We have collaborated with a University of Virginia
research team to understand short pulse laser interactions
with metals and predict how material modifications occurs
(e.g. phase transition) under different laser wavelengths, in-
tensities or pulse duration [5]. The scale of these simulations
reach billions of atoms and remote analysis and visualization
is crucial for feature extraction and visual analysis.

SIGHT [3] is a custom tool in continuous development to
support the team’s analysis and visualization tasks. It can
deliver interactive analysis of billion scale atomistic models
in a DGX-1 Volta system [2]. In this poster, we will present
extensions to the original implementation to support Uni-
fied Memory in CUDA and performance analysis on Open-
POWER architecture.

2 METHODS
The method to extract transversal views of atomistic models
is described next. Let P be a plane in R3 defined by the unit
normal, n̂, and the distance, d , of P from the origin, the
Hessian normal form of P (Equation 1) determines if the
point x lies in the half-space given by n̂ direction, i.e. D > 0
or if it is in the other half-space, i.e. D < 0.

D = n̂· x + d (1)

Following Equation 1, data points that result in D < 0
are discarded. Plane’s unit normal, n̂, and distance, d , are
provided by the user.

This method is implemented with data parallel primitives
in NVIDIA Thrust [4]. NVIDIA Thrust enables CPU and GPU
portability by providing three compute backends: CUDA,
OpenMP and Intel Threading Blocks (TBB). CUDA Unified
Memory is supported by NVIDIA RAPIDS Memory Manager
(RMM) [1] for Thrust.

3 RESULTS
We ran our experiments in a node of Summit supercomputer
(IBM Power System AC922). The algorithm was tested on a
synthetic data set of up to 2880 million particles. X and Y
domains where fixed to 400 × 400 units and Z domain was
increased by 1000 units intervals. The algorithm was run
for 30 iterations for OpenMP and TBB backends, and 100
iterations for CUDA backend. On every iteration, a new n̂
was set randomly and d was set to 0.5.

IBMPower9 performance. Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b showCPU
performance results with OpenMP and TBB backends. Best
performance occurred with 64 threads in both backends, be-
ing TBB 1.61x faster. Beyond this point, threading overhead
degraded performance. In the following sections, we use TBB
with 64 threads as baseline.

Single GPU performance. RMM is a fast allocator and
replacement for CUDA Device Memory and CUDAManaged
Memory. RMM is part of NVIDIA RAPIDS data analytics
and machine learning framework [1] and provides a C++
interface for NVIDIA Thrust. RMM supports four types of
memory allocations: CudaDefaultAllocation, CudaManaged-
Memory, PoolAllocation and CudaManagedPool. We are in-
terested in making CUDA device memory allocation and
deallocation faster and asynchronous, analyzing the impact
of CUDAUnifiedMemory in our calculations, and comparing
its performance over IBM Power9 CPU.

Fig. 1c shows computation times of our algorithm running
in one GPU. CudaManagedMemory and CudaManagedPool
allocators allowed to analyze datasets beyond the 16 GB
GPU memory limit, the former running slightly faster. In
particular, CudaManagedMemory average performance was
54x faster than TBB baseline for dataset sizes below 16 GB.
Above 16 GB, average performance was only 0.39x faster
because of constant memory paging across main memory
and GPU memory. When considering data movement (Fig.
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(a) Thrust’s OpenMP backend (b) Thrust’s TBB backend (c) Single GPU compute

(d) Single GPU data transfers (e) Six-GPU compute (f) Six-GPU data transfer

Figure 1: Performance Results.

1d), average speed up is 1.07x for data sizes below 16 GB and
0.11x data sizes above 16 GB.

Multi-GPU Performance.Multi-GPU support was not
fully available in RMM for PoolAllocation and CudaManaged-
Pool at the time of this study, thus our multi-GPU implemen-
tation used CudaDefaultAllocation and CudaManagedMem-
ory allocators withmulti-threading tomove data from host to
device, launch the computation and get results back to main
memory. A CPU thread was spawned per GPU to execute
these tasks. Fig. 1e shows timings of the algorithm running
on six GPUs. CudaDefaultAllocation and CudaManaged al-
locators provided roughly the same performance because
dataset sizes per GPU never hit the 16 GB limit so no paging
was present. Average speed upwas 215x over TBB baseline in
compute times and 1.95x when considering the data transfer
times (Fig. 1f).

4 DISCUSSION
While GPUs demonstrated to be faster at compute times,
overall performance is limited by data transfers and GPU
memory limitations. RMM allocator is a convenient tool to
overcome memory limitations for codes designed in NVIDIA
Thrust while providing compatibility with OpenPOWER
architecture. About 1 TB of data was possible to allocate
with RMM (ver. 0.9) CUDA managed memory allocators,
but when executing host to device memory copies of data
larger than 32 GB or when using NVIDIA Thrust methods

using temporary allocations (e.g. remove_if), we encountered
segmentation faults in our single GPU tests.
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